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Cooperative Energy Broadcasting System With Massive MIMO
Long Zhao and Kan Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Different from information transmission, inter-cell
interference benefits energy harvesting of energy users (EUs) in
multi-cell scenario. Therefore, the objective of this letter is to
maximize the average energy harvesting utility of multiple EUs
by leveraging inter-cell cooperation. Considering channel state
information (CSI) delay, a cooperative energy precoder with
centralized implementation is first proposed when the energy
stations (ESs) employ massive multiple-input multiple-output.
Then, its distributed implementation is presented in terms of a
local constraint at each ES and information exchange among ESs.
Results indicate that the cooperative energy transfer significantly
outperforms the non-cooperative energy transfer with either
perfect or delay CSI, and the proposed energy precoder with
proportional fairness utility can balance the harvested energy
and fairness among different EUs.
Index Terms— Massive MIMO, wireless energy transfer,
precoder, cooperation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS energy transfer mainly includes two types,
namely the near-field coupling based on inductive
coils and the long-distance transfer based on radiofrequency [1], [2]. The second type is regarded as a promising technique for prolonging the lifetime of batteries and
also for cutting the last mile limiting the “true wireless”
communications [3]. However, the distance or efficiency of
this type still can not satisfy the practical requirements of
wireless communication systems. In order to improve the performance of energy transfer, massive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) has been employed for multi-user energy
transfer with space-division multiple access (SDMA) [4], [5].
Taking advantage of the extremely narrow beams, the transfer efficiency has been significantly improved by massive
MIMO [4], [6].
However, only a single energy station (ES) is considered
for energy transfer in most of the current research [4], [5],
multi-ES scenario is less studied for energy transfer compared
with information transmission [7]. Different from information
transmission, inter-cell interference can increase the energy
harvesting of energy users (EUs) as of power superposition.
Moreover, the Max-Min principle is generally employed for
multiple EUs [5], [8], which guarantees the absolute fairness
among EUs at the cost of energy transfer efficiency of the
whole system. Another, the perfect channel state information (CSI) and estimated CSI are typically discussed for flat
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fading channel, and less attention was paid on the impact of
time-varying channel or CSI delay [4], [5], [8].
Therefore, exploiting the inter-cell interference and noting
the impact of CSI delay, the objective of this letter is to maximize the average energy harvesting utility of multiple EUs
by cooperative energy transfer in multi-ES scenario. Based
on the optimal energy precoder for single EU, namely the
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) precoder [9], a centralized
structure of energy precoder is first proposed and its expression
is derived for cooperative energy transfer. Then its distributed
implementation is presented in terms of a local constraint at
each ES and information exchange among ESs.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Consider an energy broadcasting system, where L ESs
cooperatively serve K EUs with SDMA scheme. M-antenna
(M  1) and a single-antenna are employed by each ES and
EU, respectively.
A. Channel Model
1/2
Denote glk (t) = θlk hlk (t) ∈ C M×1 as the channel vector from the kth EU to the lth ES in time t,
where the large-scale fading θlk contains the path loss
and
shadow fading, and the fast
T fading vector hlk (t) =

∼ CN (0, I M ). A timeh lk,1 (t) , h lk,2 (t) , · · · , h lk,M (t)
varying channel is assumed in this letter and a delay channel
model is adopted in consideration of the feedback delay in
frequency-division duplex (FDD) system or the precessing
delay in time-division duplex (TDD) system [10]. Then, the
relation between hlk (t) and hlk (t − τ ) can be written as

(1)
hlk (t) = ρ (τ ) hlk (t − τ ) + 1 − ρ 2 (τ )elk (t),
where the error vector elk (t) ∼ CN (0, I M ) is independent
ofchannel hlk (t − τ ) and
 the correlation coefficient ρ (τ ) =
∗
E h lk,m
(t) h lk,m (t − τ ) follows Gaussian fading spectrum,


namely ρ (τ ) = exp −π 2 f d2 τ 2 with the maximum Doppler
frequency shift f d [10].
B. Transmission Model
On one hand, MRT is the optimal precoder for energy
transfer [9]; on the other hand, the EUs only harvest energy
from the radio frequency signals and do not demodulate the
received signals, therefore different EUs can share the same
modulation symbol s with |s| = 1. Thus, the proposed
energy precoder can be expressed as w (α) =
cooperative
T
T
T
w1 (α) , w2 (α) , · · · , wTL (α)
with the global constraint
w (α)2 = 1 and the local precoder at the lth ES is given by
K

wl (α) =

∗
αk glk
(t − τ ),

k=1
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(2)
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where α = [α1 , α2 , · · · , α K ]T represents the combination
coefficient vector of cooperative energy precoder.
When the total transmit power of all ESs is p/M, the
received signal of the kth EU in time t is given by
yk (α, t) =

p
M

L

0, σ 2

.

Denoting η as the energy conversion efficiency, the harvested energy of the kth EU during the time range [tm , tM ] is
given by

tM 
Ek (α) = η
E |yk (α, τ )|2 dτ .
(4)
tm

Considering the overall transfer efficiency and the fairness
among different EUs, the proportional fairness (PF) utility [7]
is employed in this letter and therefore the average energy
harvesting utility of each EU is given by
1
K

K

log [Ek (α)].

(5)

k=1

The objective of this letter is to maximize the average energy
harvesting utility, namely
max {U (α)}

(6)

s.t. w (α)2 = 1.

(7)

α

As the combination coefficients for the same EU at different
ESs are the same, the precoders of different ESs in (2) are
constructed by a central controller. Therefore, (6) is first solved
for its centralized implementation in the next section and
its distributed implementation is then presented in Sec. IV,
respectively.
III. C ENTRALIZED E NERGY P RECODER
Considering the centralized implementation for energy precoder, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The optimal combination coefficients of the
cooperative energy precoder in problem (6) are given by

 
−1 ⎡
 L
−1 ⎤+

L
2
1
σ
1
⎣
⎦ ,
−
θlk
θlk
(8)
αk = 
M
λK
p ρ̄ 2
l=1

where [x]+ = max {0, x}, the Lagrange multiplier λ is

K  2 L
αk l=1 θlk
= 1,
determined by equation M k=1
and the average of quadratic correlation coefficient ρ̄ 2 =

√
 √
 √

2π f d tM − erf
2π f d tm
2 2π f d (tM − tm )
erf
x
with Gaussian error function erf (x) = √2π 0 exp −t 2 dt.
Proof: The energy harvesting expression is first derived
and then the solution to problem (6) is presented in this proof.
According to the properties of massive MIMO, namely
1 T
∗
channel harden phenomenon, i.e., M
glk (t) glk
(t) → θlk ,

K
T
glk
(t)

l=1

(3)

C. Problem Formulation

l=1

L
T
glk
(t) wl (α) =

(t) gli∗ (t) → 0

αi gli∗ (t − τ )

i=1
L

≈ Mαk ρ (τ )

l=1

where the additive white Gaussian noise n k (t) ∼ CN

U (α) =

L
l=1

T
glk
(t) wl (α) s + n k (t),

1 T
M glk

and asymptotic orthogonality, i.e.,
(i = k), for large M [6], we obtain

θlk , M  1.

(9)

l=1

On the other hand, the average of quadratic correlation coefficient is given by
√

√

 tM −2π 2 f 2 τ 2
erf
2π f d tM −erf
2π f d tm
d
e
dτ
t
ρ̄ 2 = m
.
=
√
tM − tm
2 2π f d (tM −tm )
(10)
Then, substituting (3) into (4) and taking advantage of
(9) and (10) give rise to the harvested energy of the
kth EU, i.e.,
⎡
⎤
 L
2
Ek (α) = η (tM − tm) ⎣pM ρ̄ 2 αk2

θlk

+ σ 2⎦ .

(11)

l=1

Based on the channel harden phenomenon and asymptotic
orthogonality of massive MIMO, (7) can be rewritten as


K
L
αk2

M
k=1

= 1, M  1.

θlk

(12)

l=1

Therefore, in terms of (5), (11) and (12), the Lagrange function
of (6) is then expressed as
⎡
⎤
 L
2
K
1
L (α; λ) = −
log ⎣pM ρ̄ 2 αk2
θlk + σ 2 ⎦
K
k=1
l=1


 K 
L
αk2

− log [η (tM − tm )] + λ M
k=1

θlk −1 ,
l=1

(13)
and the first-order partial derivative of L (α; λ) with respect
to αk satisfies
∂L (α; λ)
1
=−
2Mαk ∂αk
K

1


Mαk2 +

σ2
p ρ̄ 2

L
L


−2
θlk

+λ

θlk . (14)
l=1

l=1

Letting ∂L (α; λ) /∂αk = 0 [11] leads to (8) and considering (12) results in the theorem.
Based on theorem 1, the Lagrange multiplier λ should be
first obtained in order to construct the centralized energy
precoder. On one hand, assuming the EUs in set {1, 2, · · · , K̃ }
( K̃ ≤ K ) have positive combination coefficients for the
optimal energy transfer, i.e., αk > 0 (k ≤ K̃ ), substituting (8) into (12) leads to
⎡
 L
−1 ⎤−1
K̃
 
2
σ
⎦ ;
θlk
(15)
λ K̃ = ⎣1 +
p ρ̄ 2
k=1

l=1

L
On the other hand, if the kth EU with
posl=1 θlk has
L
itive combination coefficient, the j th EU with
l=1 θl j
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Algorithm 1 Centralized Energy Precoder
Initialization:
• All ESs send the large-scale fading, namely {θlk }, to
the central controller.
L
• The controller rearranges EUs according to
l=1 θlk
in decreasing order.
• The controller sets the initial number of EUs with
positive combination coefficients K̃ = 0.
Do { Step 1: K̃ = K̃ + 1.
Step 2: Compute λ( K̃ ) based on (15).
Step 3: Calculate α K̃ based on (8) and λ( K̃ ). }
While { K̃ < K and α K̃ > 0}
if α K̃ = 0, let K̃ = K̃ − 1; Else K̃ = K .
With the obtained K̃ , the central controller calculates λ( K̃ )
based on (15), then computes αk (k = 1, 2, · · · , K ) based
on (8), and further transmits αk (k = 1, 2, · · · , K ) to all ESs.
L
(≥ l=1
θlk ) should also have positive combination coefficient according to (8). Thus, a low-complexity implement of
the centralized energy precoder is given in Alg. 1 based on
the above discussion and linear searching method.
According to the steps of Alg. 1, the complexity is O (K )
and there is no accuracy error compared with the traditional
water-filling algorithms [11].
IV. D ISTRIBUTED E NERGY P RECODER
Equation (7) of problem (6) is a global constraint, therefore
the energy precoder w (α) with (8) is a centralized scheme and
should be constructed in a centralized controller. By contrast,
a distributed implementation of energy precoder is proposed in
terms of a local constraint at each ES in this section. The local
constraint is given by wl (α l )2 = pl p (l = 1, 2, · · · , L),
where α l = [αl1 , αl2 , · · · , αl K ]T contains the combination
coefficients of the local precoder wl (αl ) at the lth ES, and
pl M represents the power consumed by the lth ES and
L
satisfies the total power constraint l=1
pl = p.
In terms of the channel harden phenomenon and the asymptotic orthogonality of massive MIMO, for large M, the local
constraint can be rewritten as
K

pl
, (l = 1, 2, · · · , L) .
(16)
p
k=1


When all ESs assume pl M, l = 1, 2, · · · , L as the optimal power allocation, i.e., αk = αlk (l = 1, 2, · · · , L), the
combination coefficients of problem (6) with the local constraint (16), i.e., the combination coefficients obtained at the
lth ES, are given as follows taking advantage of Lagrange
method,

 
−1 ⎡
 L
−1 ⎤+

L
2
1
σ
1
⎣
⎦ ,
−
αlk = 
θlk
θlk
(17)
M
λl K
p ρ̄ 2
M

2
αlk
θlk =

l=1

where the Lagrange multiplier λl
Denote
= {λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λ L },
and λlM = max { }. In order
l
o ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} and ∀k ∈

l=1

satisfies (16).
and further λlm = min { }
l
to make αlk = αok , ∀l,
{1, 2, · · · , K }, λlm should
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Algorithm 2 Distributed Energy Precoder
Initialization (t = 0):
• Tolerable error ε > 0, adjustable power ratio δ 0 ∈
(0, 1) and initial power allocation pl0 = p L
(l = 1, 2, · · · , L).
• All ESs exchange the large-scale fading, namely {θlk }.
• Using Alg. 1, the lth (∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}) ES calculates λl0 by (16) and (17), then broadcasts λl0 to
0 =
other
Therefore,
T each ES obtains the vector
 0 ESs.
0
0
λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λ K .
 t −1 
t = arg min
and
Do { Step 1: Each
ES calculates lm

t
lM
= arg max t −1 .
t t 
Step 2: The ESs in cells lm
, lM update pltt =
m

pltt−1 − pδ t −1 and pltt = pltt−1 + pδ t −1 , respectively.
m
M
M
t t 
, lM ES calcuStep 3: Using Alg. 1, the j th ∈ lm
lates λtj by (16) and (17), then broadcasts λtj to other ESs.
t −1
t or l t −1 = l t {Each ES updates
= lm
Step 4: If lM
m
M
t
t
−1
t
t
−1
2,
=
, pltt = pltt−1 and pltt = pltt−1 .}
δ =δ
m

m

M

M

Else {Each ES updates δ t = δ t −1 , and t with
t
t
t , l t .}
λl t , λl t , λlt = λlt −1 l = lm
M
m
M
}
 t
 t
− min
≥
While max

 ε
Suppose λ j , j = 1, 2, · · · , L is globally optimal, the lth
ES constructs
wl (αl ) with {αlk } and transmits the signal
!
xl = p Mwl (α l ) s.

approximate to λlM by noting that αlk is a monotonically
decreasing function of λl in terms of (17); on the other hand,
λl increases with the decreasing pl based on (16) and (17),
then we should decrease p j and simultaneously increase pi
if λ j < λi . Therefore, initialized by equal power allocation, a
distributed implementation of cooperative energy precoder is
given in Alg. 2 based on the exchange of λl (l = 1, 2, · · · , L)
among ESs.
In Alg. 2, Step 2 can keep the total transmit power of all ESs
constant and the objective of the “If” statement in Step 4 is to
avoid the ping-pong phenomenon between ES lm and ES lM .
Moreover, we have lim (λltM − λltm ) → 0 with the tolerable
t →∞

error ε → 0, and then λltm ≤ λlt ≤ λltM (t = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) leads
to λ = λl (l = 1, 2, · · · , L). Hence, the L local constraints
are equivalent to the global constraint (12), and the distributed
energy precoder converges to the centralized energy precoder.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
A. Parameter Setup
In the simulation, the number of antennas at each ES
M = 256, the normalized noise power σ 2 = 1, the signal-tonoise ratio p Mσ 2 = 15 + 10log10 (L) dB, the energy conversion efficiency η = 0.8, the maximum Doppler frequency
shift f d = 20 Hz, tm = 1 ms and tM = 6 ms. The large-scale
−3
fading θlk = 10−3 dlk
ξlk with dlk (in meters) being the
distance between the kth EU and the lth ES, and the shadow
fading 10log10 (ξlk ) ∼ N (0, 8 dB). Apart form the inner circle
region with radius 1 m, 5 EUs are uniformly distributed in
each hexagon cell with the side length 10 m, and there is an
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Fig. 2.
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Convergence of the distributed energy precoder.

Fig. 3.

Harvested energy versus the number of cells.

max{ l=1 θlk }, the power allocation with maximum channel
k
gain (MaxCG) criterion in [9] can also be extended to cooperative energy transfer in multi-ES scenario. With the same
parameter setup in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 illustrates the harvested
energy and fairness performance of different criterions with
PCSI. The fairness isquantified by Jain’s
index, which
 K fairness
K
Ek )2 /(K k=1
Ek2 ) [12]. Compared
is defined by F = ( k=1
to the power allocation with MaxMin or MaxCG criterion, the
proposed energy precoder with PF criterion can balance the
harvested energy and fairness among different EUs.

ES in the center of each hexagon cell. “PCSI” and “DCSI”
represent the energy precoders are formed by “perfect CSI”
and “delay CSI” in the following figures, respectively.
B. Convergence of Distributed Energy Precoder
When the number of cooperative cells L = 3 and the
initially adjustable power ratio δ 0 = 1/K = 1/15, the
convergence of the distributed energy precoder is illustrated
in Fig. 1 with one-time realization of EU distribution. With the
increase of iteration number under PCSI or DCSI, the average
harvested energy per EU of the distributed energy precoder
gradually increases and eventually converges to that of the
centralized energy precoder, which validates the convergence
of the distributed implementation of energy precoder.
C. Comparison Among Different Energy Transfer Schemes
Fig. 2 shows the average harvested energy per EU versus the
number of cooperative cells under different schemes. The
√ comM K θlk
bination coefficients of energy precoder are αlk = 1
and (8) with L = 1 for the equal power allocation scheme and
the non-cooperative energy transfer scheme, respectively. The
initial values δ 0 = 1/K and ε = 10−5 for the distributed
energy precoder. From Fig. 2, the simulation results and the
theoretical results coincide to each other; the proposed energy
precoder performs better than the equal power allocation; the
cooperative energy transfer outperforms the non-cooperative
energy transfer; DCSI significantly deteriorates the energy
harvesting performance compared to PCSI; the performance
of the distributed energy precoder approximates to that of the
centralized energy precoder. However, for cooperative energy
transfer schemes, the overhead increases and the gain of
harvested energy diminishes with the increasing number of
cooperative cells, therefore adjacent cell cooperation is a more
practical solution
 L for the cooperative energy transfer.
θlk as the large-scale fading of the kth EU,
Suppose l=1
the power allocation with Max-Min criterion in [5] can be
extended to cooperative energy transfer in multi-ES scenario.
When the ESs cooperatively transmit energy to the EU with

Harvested energy and fairness performance of different schemes.

L

VI. C ONCLUSION
This letter studies the cooperative energy transfer in order
to improve the average energy harvesting utility of multiple
EUs in multi-ES scenario. When massive MIMO is employed
at each ES, a cooperative energy precoder is proposed with
centralized implementation and distributed implementation,
respectively. Results indicate that the cooperative energy transfer performs better than the non-cooperative energy transfer,
and can balance the energy harvesting and fairness performance compared with other schemes.
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